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UPDATE  

We completed our first nomination period this past month. We did really well and I am 

extremely proud of my team! Other than that we are preparing for our next campaign-

course evaluations. 

 

SERVICE USAGE  

 
 

We currently have 553 likes on facebook. Here is a picture of what our facebook 

interactions were like for the last week of nomination period. We also had quite a few 

nominations. TAs-386, Professors-624. This is a total of 1010 nominations! We had over 

4000 reach on most of our posts during nomination period. We continued to use the 

speech bubble to help. 

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

 

Fall Nomination Period  

The nomination period went really well. The first week we were tabling in musc. We also 

held our hot chocolate campaign near bsb and mary keyes. The hot chocolate attracted a 
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lot more people than usual and we got 100 nominations per day. However, the setup of 

the campaign was a bit difficult. The tent was really heavy to carry across campus. In the 

future I will ensure that I have at least 5 volunteers scheduled for set up and take down. 

I’m really happy for the final. 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

 

Course Wikithon  

The course wikithon got postponed. It was originally supposed to be right after reading 

week, however, we did not receive enough response from a lot of faculties. Often times 

the information did not reach the exec team. I held a meeting with Wooder to discuss 

what how I can plan the wikithon to make sure we have faculty societies involved.  

I plan on holding it on Nov 21
st
 or 22

nd
. In addition to that, I plan on speaking at the 

President’s Council to make sure the message reaches the faculty society. I will present 

the option to do talks in their exec meetings to generate more interest and hype. 

 

Course Evaluation Campaign  

My promotions executive and I are working on this campaign together. We have two 

main things planned. The first is a video which will be set up like a PSA. The video will 

have a professor sitting down and a student will come in to give feedback in person. The 

feedback will be beeped out implying it is inappropriate. The objective of this video is to 

promote QUALITY evals over QUANTITY of evals. This video will be released the first 

week of our campaign. I have a meeting next week and I’m asking Dr. Joe Kim to be in 

our video. In our previous conversations he has been pretty interested in the work 

Macademics is doing. He also helped us promote Teaching Awards through his tutorials 

so he seemed to be a great fit. 

 

The second week will be the last week of school and we will be stationed at a different 

library each day. We will ask students to send us screenshots of their completed evals in 

return for a treat that we will walk to them. 

 

Service Collaboration  

We are attending MaMoWa’s Halloween event. At the event my team and I designed a 

game to help first years with learning strategies and how they can study for specific types 

of tests. I incorporated some of the research that my research & resources exec did for 

one of their blog posts. The game is Halloween themed and is scenario based allowing 

students to share what they think they should do versus what the best strategy would be.  

 

Macademics also plans on attending MacTalks this year, hosted by AST. One of my 

research & resources exec is working on putting together a panel of students/professors to 

talk about mental health in academics.  
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BUDGET  

 

 
 

 

VOLUNTEERS 

So far I don’t have any major concerns with my volunteers. All of my volunteers signed 

up for shifts, they showed up to shifts on time and are pretty excited about the work they 

are doing. There is currently only one volunteer who is no longer responding to 

emails/messages, so I believe they are no longer interested in working with us. A few 

people have messaged me about joining TAC as volunteers. I plan on holding one on 

ones with these individuals to see whether they are interested in the projects Macademics 

is doing as well. If they are interested in the projects we are working on then I will let 

them join the team. 

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES  

Working with faculty societies is still proving to be a bit of a challenge. We had a lot of 

issues in terms of communications. There were some problems with the date of the 

wikithon as well. To help me with this, I plan on attending the President’s Council as 

well as exec meetings for faculty societies if possible. 

 

 

SUCCESSES  

WE HAD SO MANY NOMINATIONS!!! TAs-386, Professors-624. That is 1010 in 

total! The last time we had such large numbers was when nomination period was open for 

longer than month! 

 

 

OTHER 

I am still waiting on getting my official Macademics contract. I have already spoken to 

Blake and Ryan and they are currently working on my wage review. 


